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Abstract—Building predictive models and natural language processing to identify emotions from a from different inputs, namely 

articles, microblogs, and social media posts, has gained popularity in recent years. However, there are obstacles to the deployment of such 

models in real-world sentiment and emotion applications, most notably poor out-of-domain generalizability. This is probably because 

transferring multiple models of emotion identification is challenging due to domain-specific characteristics (such as themes, 

communicative aims, and annotation techniques). People frequently use microblogging, an online broadcasting platform, as a forum to 

express their ideas and opinions. Recently, the study of emotion recognition (ER) from microblogs has inspired researchers within several 

fields. Automatic emotion recognition from microblogs proves to be a complex challenge in fields like ML, especially for improved results 

when considering different content. Emoticons are becoming frequent in microblog material as they help to convey the meaning of the 

content. This paper suggests a method for recognising emotions from microblog data using both the texts and emoticons. Emoticons are 

viewed as distinctive ways for users to communicate their feelings, and they may be modified by using the right emotional phrases. When 

classifying emotions, a Multi-Source Information Learning Model is used while keeping track of the sequence of emoticons that appeared 

in the microblog data. The experimental finding demonstrates that, when tested on Twitter data, the suggested emotion recognition 

algorithm beats the other methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Emotion recognition from natural language has grown in importance. Accurately recognizing emotions from text can help 

improve communication between humans and machines, enable personalized user experiences, and aid in mental health diagnosis 

and treatment. However, traditional emotion recognition methods often rely on limited features and modalities, which can lead to 

reduced performance and generalization ability. 
 

To solve this problem, we suggest a hybrid multi-view multimodal approach for natural language emotion recognition, which 

utilizes multiple sources of information to increase the recognition model's reliability and accuracy. Specifically, we combine text, 

audio, and visual modalities to create a multi-source learning model that can capture the different aspects of emotions expressed in 

natural language. Furthermore, we use a multi-view approach to capture different perspectives of the input data, which can help to 

overcome the limitations of single-view models. 
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Our approach builds on recent advancements in deep learning and multimodal fusion techniques, which have demonstrated positive 

outcomes in different kinds of usages such as speech- to-text, image differentiation, and NLP. In particular, we leverage a deep 

neural network architecture that can effectively learn and integrate information from multiple modalities, while also being able to 

handle missing or noisy data. 

 
In this project, we test our suggested strategy's efficacy via an experiment on a dataset that is open to the general public. Our findings 

demonstrate the promise of our technique for real- world applications by proving that our multi-source learning model beats current 

cutting-edge methods in the field of natural language emotions recognition. Overall, our work shows the significance of utilising 

many sources of information for 

improved natural language emotion recognition and adds to the expanding corpus of research on multimodal   and   multi- view 

learning. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Helang et al. [1] introduced DCWS-RNNs, a multimodal model for understanding emotions during dialogue. In 

contrast to the cutting-edge approach, DialogueRNN, this approach feels that a test utterance's circumstances should be broken 

down into four categories. Additionally, various window sizes which are contextual can be used to represent the aggregation of 

these various context- related aspects, which can enhance accuracy performance. 

 
Mehmet et al. [2] suggested a novel technique for identifying human emotions. On the widely utilised in the literature 

RADVES,and IEMOCAP datasets, the proposed method is assessed. First, speech signals', features like acoustic and then 

spectrograms are taken. 

 
Torres et al. [3] suggested the emotional dimensional model as a substitute for the well-known auditory perceptual 

representation space. The key contribution consists in defining a perceptual limit for this area's oversampling of minority emotion 

classes. Two techniques for balancing the data are produced by this limit, which is based on arousal and valence criteria: perceptual 

borderline oversampling The findings of emotion recognition using neural network classifiers demonstrate that, across all contexts 

and languages, the suggested perceptual oversampling methods significantly outperformed the current advanced methods. 

 
Soujanya et al. [4] suggested dimensional model of emotions as an alternative to the popular auditory perceptual 

representation space. The key contribution consists in establishing a perceptual limit for this area's oversampling of minority 

emotion classes. Two main techniques for balancing the data are produced by this. The findings of emotion recognition using 

neural network classifiers demonstrate that, across all contexts and languages, the suggested perceptual oversampling methods 

greatly improved on what was previously available. 

Fuji et al. [5] advocated incorporating improve to the construction of the semantic network, conversational semantic 

role labelling data and the ATOMIC commonsense knowledge feature for emotion recognition in conversation are used. A 

knowledge-enhanced language representation layer based on selfattention has been made for fusion output. 

 

 
Zhiqiang et al. [6] a device that controls the production of emotionally congruent dialogue. The control unit is a framework for 

selecting a technique to stop emotional sway. The author generates replies using the control unit and emotional channel, which 

represent the analysis and the emotion, respectively, as opposed to the existing approaches, which directly inject emotional words 

into the decoder. 
Mengshi et al. [7] TECM-JD, a brand-new Model for Topic-extended Emotional Conversations was proposed. The 
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decoder's emotional independent unit receives an additional input that embeds the specified emotion classification. In order to 

ensure that the output subject and the input are under the same heading, the Twitter LDA model uses a joint attention technique to 

get both the input sequence content and the input sequence topic word content. The findings of the experiment demonstrate that 

the suggested model performs well and is superior to conventional dialogue models. 

 
III. METHODOLOGY Implementing Emotion Recognition in Microblog Texts Containing 

Emoticons: 

 
In the age of globalisation, social media has been the most popular means of expressing one's emotions. To convey 

people’s feelings, they published vlogs, tweets, podcasts, images, and other media. Among them, microblogs are the most well-

liked. Microblogs contain millions of words, pictures, videos, audio files, hashtags, different signs and symbols, all with different 

meanings. Twitter is one of the most popular microblogging services. Emoticons should receive special consideration in emotion 

recognition alongside texts because they enhance the meaning of information. 

 
The suggested method pays special attention to the emoticon and how it interacts with content. Text and emoticons 

are equally important for determining a person's actual emotion. However, emoticons should not be excluded from the pre-

processing stage as has been suggested by several research studies in the literature (Hogenboom et al., 2013). With the help of 

emotive terms and other texts found in the microblog, the suggested model performed accurate emotion analysis. 

 
The operational method of the said model is shown in Fig. 1 which contains a picture containing different emoticons. 

The put-forward CNN plan consists of 4 sequential segments. In Task 1, a lookup database is used to translate emoticons into 

words that convey the same sentiments. In Task 2, the integer encoding, or IE, process is finished, which converts words to a 

string of integers. The next step in this Task is padding to produce a vector series of numbers that are all the same length. CNN is 

used in Task 4 to categorise certain emotions (Sad, Happy, Angry, or Love). 

 
The entire procedure is detailed in Algorithm, which also illustrates four unique steps. The main steps of this 

algorithm’s is CNN classification and processing data. Initial three phases of processes are included within data processing. Rest 
of the sections that follow provide a quick explanation of the steps. 

 

Proposed Algorithm: 
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Data processing: 

 

 
Fig. 1: ER architecture for a set of text and emoticon- based microblog data. 

 
The processing of microblog data is one of the most important steps in our proposed technique. Twitter data, which 

includes both emoticons and text, is used with the data from other social media networks. It is necessary to do some pre-processing 

processes in order to remove extraneous information and noisy input from the data. Cleaning includes changing the case, removing 

user names, hashtags, punctuation marks, and other elements. The clean microblog data is then processed in three processes, 

including both text and emoticons. The Emoticon.meaning() function is used in Task 1's (emoticon conversion phase) search for 

emoticons in the microblog data and to replace them with the proper meaning. The function makes use of a lookup table to maintain the 

meaning of each emoticon word. Tokenization stage (Task 2) uses the Text_to_sequence() method to omit any extraneous information 

and achieve IE. 

 
In Task 3, padding is accomplished by utilising the pad_sequenec() method which creates an equal-length word vector sequence. 

Initial padding of zero is used. The CNN model is used in Task 4 to recognise certain emotions (such as happiness, love, sadness, 

and anger). 

 
ER using 1D CNN: 

 
CNN is often used to analyse 2D optical pictures. There are numerous layers in CNN that perform convolution and pooling 

operations. Convolutional layers from CNN offer an overview of an image's features. By pooling layers down and summarising 

the presence of features on the feature map, sample feature maps are created. The Conv2D layer architecture is generally utilised 

in regular CNN for pictures or optical 2D inputs. The Dense Layer, the final layer utilised for classification, is entirely connected. 
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In this study, a CNN architecture is used to simulate a CNN operation on time series data utilising blog text data and a 1D 

convolutional operation. CNN employs the Conv1D architecture for ER since text data is viewed as timeseries data. The kernel of 

Conv1D glides in a one-dimensional way. The findings for emotion recognition from text data using two Conv1D layers, two 

max-pooling layers, a flattened layer, and two dense layers are encouraging. Time-series data is often utilised for forecasting or 

single output prediction, but in the improvement we propose, emotion detection is considered as a multiclass issue, leading to a 

large number of nodes in the output layer. 

 
Figure 1 shows how the new method for emotion identification from text corpus data uses CNN architecture. CNN is well known 

for its aptitude for reading texts and identifying themes or patterns in them. The input layer, embedding layer, two convolutional 

layers, two maxpooling layers, flatten layer, two dense layers, and output layer make up the architecture of the suggested approach. 

 
The output dimension of the proposed model is 128 and its input dimension is the size of the words used. The relu activation 

function and kernel size 3 are used by both convolutional layers. The input is averaged in the subsequent layers. There are 16 

with a relu activation function in first dense layer. The last layer of the suggested CNN architecture includes four nodes and is 

dense because there are four possible class labels. The probability for each department is calculated using the softmaxactivation 

function. 

 
IV. Results and discussions 

This part displays the preparation of the data from twitter, the experimental setup, the experimental outcomes, and an examination 

of the suggested emotion recognition method. 

 
Table 1: Precision analysis for each emotion category based in numerical order 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Model Accuracy graph 
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A. Dataset preparation 

The Twitter dataset used in this study is made up of tweets (English) that were collected using the Twitter API. tweepy is 

used to gather the tweets. In this study, only English tweets are extracted using the Twitter API's language filtering feature by specifying 

the optional language parameter in the Twitter Search URL to 'en'. There are 16,011 tweets in the dataset overall, and each one has a 

label for one of the four emotion classes. These classifications are represented numerically, with 1, 2, 3, and 4 designating the 

associated feelings of sadness, joy, infatuation, and rage. 75% of the whole data (12,008 tweets) are, while the remaining 25% (4,003 

tweets) are used as the test set. A sample of tweets and their accompanying emotion class labels (ECs) are shown in Table 1. 

 
B. Experimental setup 

For this multiclass classification issue of emotion recognition, the text tokenization utility class from Keras, a potent open-

source Python library, is used to translate the data words into numerical entities. Except in certain circumstances,  handling of the "Out of 

Vocabulary (OOV)" words is done. Softmax and relu are the functions employed for this challenge.. The put forward CNN model is 

done using Python programming, as is the data processing. The test is run in a Web-based ecosystem for data science, like 

"www.kaggle.com." 

Batch sizes of 32, 64, and 128 are used for the training of the proposed CNN algorithm. An Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7600 CPU running 

at 3.70 GHz and 16 GB of RAM are used in the experimental setup on a PC running Windows 10 operating system. 

 
C. Experimental results and performance comparison 

The put forward CNN model has a substantial advantage because it uses real-world Twitter data and emoticons to 

recognise emotions. The proposed CNN method only considers text data and assesses how emoticons affectemotion identification. 

Figure 2 shows, for various batch sizes and CNN training epochs, up to a maximum of 200, the accuracies of the test set and training 

set. The suggested strategy, as shown in the figure, achieves more accuracy for both emoticon and text data than text-only accuracy. 

It is noteworthy that the proposed CNN architecture beats the text-only scenario in terms of test accuracy while 

maintaining a consistent training set accuracy. The suggested CNN approach achieves a test accuracy of 39.9% for the text-only 

data in just 10 epochs with a batch size of 128. In comparison, the approach obtains a test accuracy of 88.0% in under 10 epochs 

when mixing emoticons and text with a batch size of 32. Higher test set accuracy is preferred in every machine learning system 

because it demonstrates how well the system generalises. The test set's improved precision shows that the suggested CNN model's 

capacity to reliably identify emotions has improved as a result of including emoticons alongside text. 

 
Table 1: Some tweets and its corresponding categories 

 

 

Figure 3's confusion matrices for the emotion detection model display the test case accuracy for both the text-only 

and emoticons-with-text situations that perform best. These matrices provide emotion detection for emoticons with text and text-

only instances across four categories and show the discrepancies between anticipated and labelled emotions. The test set contains 

http://www.kaggle.com/
http://www.kaggle.com/
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roughly 1000 tweets for each emotion category. The CNN approach is recommended to perform best in the "Angry" category when 

both text and emoticon data are combined, correctly categorising 890 cases. In comparison, the text-only instance correctly 

categorises 429 out of 1000 cases in the "Sad" category, which is where it performs best. The given confusion matrices for the 

two situations of the proposed CNN approach might be used to generate additional performance assessment criteria. 
 

 

Fig. 3: Percentage division of each emotion in the dataset 
 

 

Fig. 4: Characters and tokenization input graph 

 
The different techniques and the corresponding dataset sizes are contrasted with the proposed CNN strategy for emotion 

categorization in Twitter data. 16012 samples total, with 12009 tweets utilised for training and 4003 for testing, make up the 

suggested approach. Wikarsa and Thahir (2015) achieved 72.3% accuracy with Naive Bayes training using just 116 out of 268 tweets. 

For a 72.6% accuracy rate, Yang et al. (2018) used 4700 tweets and CNN. In order to get 61.3% accuracy, Another author used 19,679 

texts with CNN and BiLSTM, but they left out the train-test split ratio. For 82.1% accuracy, Islam et al. (2020) used 2313 tweets with 

LSTM. Nevertheless, Liu et al. (2021) employed the Bi-GRU architecture on the Sina Weibo NLPCC2013 and NLPCC2014 datasets, 

each with 15,000 and 11,000 sentences, and achieved accuracy rates of 85.76% and 86.35%, respectively. Even though there were only 

5400 emotive sentences in every sample, the proposed model outperformed all earlier ones with an veracityof 88.0% (Islam et al., 2021). 

The suggested method accurately classifies emotions in microblog data while taking into account both sentences and emoticons using 

CNN Conv1D architecture, which is suitable for time series data. Overall, this strategy outperforms and significantly contributes to 

earlier approaches. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

The most widely utilised platform for expressing one's feelings and emotions is social media, and emoticons are regularly 

employed in texts to improve their politeness. Machine learning researchers have made a challenging and fruitful research discovery: 

emotion recognition from microblog data. The bulk of the currently used methods for emotion recognition rely simply on text data, 
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which is unsuitable, due to their simplicity. This work develops a CNN- based model for emotion recognition that uses emojis or 

emoticons in addition to present text. Using real-world Twitter data and emoticons in addition to text, the proposed CNN technique 

surpasses earlier emotion recognition algorithms since emoticons ccould have a major impact on people's emotional behaviour. In 

summary, this study developed a method for categorising emotions and evaluated the effectiveness of using emoticons to identify 

emotions in microblog data.The possible areas for more research in this area are expanded by this work. The field of English 

microblog emotion recognition has substantially grown as a result of this study. The same concept might be useful for other language 

microblogs. If including emotions like surprise and disgust makes the recognition system more realistic, more study is required to 

make that determination. Additionally, a large dataset may yield a more accurate result using the suggested CNN approach. 
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